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The Rotunda is a circular timber-framed, 
modular eco-building. Hand-crafted to 

immaculate detail by our dedicated team 
of cabinet makers and carpenters. 

Each and every building leaves our 
workshop with unique charm  

and personality.  

Being circular, they sit beautifully in  
the natural landscape and offer an  
uplifting experience for all who 
experience them. 

The circular footprint mimics the curves 
and spirals of nature.  The circle is evident 
in nests, burrows, rain drops, the swirl of 
our atmosphere and the unfurling leaves of 
our natural habitats.  

As opposed to the box, a purely human 
construct, the circle relates to our planet itself;  

the sun it orbits, the moon which orbits us and  
the sweeping elliptical arc in which they all move. 

AWhy Round?
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How is this an Eco-building?
In the past, round houses were much more common. Round 
structures were the shape of choice because they were strong, 
energy efficient, resource efficient and promote excellent 
thermal dynamics. 

Less Wall Space = Resource Efficient
Of any shape, a circle has the least amount of surface area 
relative to its internal space.  A round house requires less 
perimeter wall, thus fewer materials are needed to build it. 
On average, 22% fewer materials are needed to create the 
same sized building compared to a rectangular counterpart. 

More Energy Efficient
A circular structure has less surface area so it's more aerodynamic 
and less exposed to the weather, retaining energy for warmth in the 
winter and keeping the interior cool in the summer. 

Wind Resistance and Strength
The Rotunda has dozens of interconnected points, which give it a unique combination of 
flexibility and strength; qualities that make them significantly stronger than rectangular buildings. 
Winds move naturally around a circle rather than getting caught on corners. A faceted, conical roof 
also avoids 'air-planing' (where strong winds could lift the roof structure off a rectilinear building) thus 
reducing the risk of storm damage to your building. 

Better Acoustics
Sound waves dissipate as they wrap around a building, thus shielding the interior from loud noises  
outside.  The curve also softens sounds inside the building, so a Rotunda is practically soundproof. 

Maximum Day Lighting and Solar Energy
The Rotunda provides optimal exposure to daylight and solar energy throughout the day.  
At all times, the sun's rays are captured by the rooflight dome, which sits in the apex of the roof. 

wall length =
32.1mRound house = 81m2

Square house = 81m2

9m width

10.2m diameter

w
all length = 36m

 

Fewer
resources
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4.5m external diameter
(4m internal diameter) 
12.57m2 internal floor area
2.4m eaves height
3.65m overall height

Will accommodate a double bed, log burning stove or sofa. As a small stand-alone building,  
this size is also suitable as a treatment room, small office or retail space. 

5m external diameter 
(4.5m internal diameter)
15.90m2 internal floor area
2.4m eaves height
3.74m overall height

Adequate space for a log burning stove, a sofa and armchair, or double bed and wardrobe.  
This building would be suitable as a wet room, treatment room or farm shop and is a highly-functional multi-use space. 

5.5m external diameter
(5m internal diameter)
19.64m2 internal floor area
2.4m eaves height
3.83m overall height

This size will easily house a double bed, bedside tables, a sofa, a kitchenette and a small dining table. This building  
is our most popular size accommodation for couples, providing maximum functional space, whilst keeping  
the initial capital outlay low for the proprietor. For a fantastic return-on-investment, this is a cosy and affordable asset  
for your portfolio.

6m external diameter 
(5.5m internal diameter) 
23.76m2 internal floor area
2.4m eaves height
3.92m overall height

Suitable for honeymoon suites and a more expansive floorplan, this building could make a luxury suite or family room  
with the edition of a single or child's pull-out bed within the main space. It has all of the functionality of the 5.5m Rotunda,  
with extra space for additional furnishings. These buildings make great communal workshops, conference spaces, 
or therapy rooms that can accommodate up to 12 people.

6.5m external diameter 
(6m internal diameter)
28.27m2 internal floor area
2.4m eaves height
4m overall height

Will accommodate a full kitchen, a king sized bed, a sofa, storage and a dining table. For a self-contained holiday lodge,  
or cottage, we would recommend this size to enable you to create a comprehensive building. It supports a wide range of  
multi-functional uses and within the perimeter wall, it is perfectly achievable to install a small bathroom or wet room,  
without needing to extend the building.

7m external diameter 
(6.5m internal diameter)
33.18m2 internal floor area
2.4m eaves height
4m overall height

Suitable for use as a holiday lodge, lounge area, spa treatment room, or conference room. This large structure is perfect for a 
self-contained annexe. Adequate space for a full kitchen, internal partition bathroom, a king sized bed, arm chairs, storage  
and a dining table. As a communal space, 21-23 people can sit comfortably inside the perimeter wall for group work.

The Rotunda is available  
in six standard sizes,  
each installed as a fully  
insulated eco-building.

The Standard Rotunda 
package includes: the 
installation of British Larch 
cladding, sedum roof, 
lacquered softwood roof 
beams, smooth plaster and 
paint wall finish, an oak 
style laminate floor, double 
glazed rooflight dome and 
double glazed aluminium 
windows and doors.  
Upgrades are available.

(An 'assisted build' option 
is available should you wish 
to undertake the joinery 
yourself).  

Standard   
     Sizes

6 m

5 m

5.5 m

4.5 m

7 m

6.5 m

Larger sizes are available upon request
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Verandas & Canopies
A veranda can be the perfect addition to fully 

maximise your enjoyment of the outdoor space, all year 
round. The canopy extends the roof overhang to a depth of 

your choice. As standard, your canopy is supported by solid 
4”x4” timbers with beautiful gallow detailing. A full veranda 
includes the addition of a decked area. The decking can  
be wrapped entirely around the building and beyond,  

should you so wish.
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Extensions
A Rotunda extension creates an extra room which 

wraps around the external perimeter wall of the 
Rotunda. These can be used for porch and entrance rooms, 

bathrooms, bedrooms, cupboard space, offices, kitchens or 
any other functional use. 

The extension is a radial arc that hugs the Rotunda  
and provides an elegant solution for additional  
space without needing to break up the  

internal space of the Rotunda.

This Rotunda 
showcases a 5m 

central roundel, with 
a 2 panel extension for 

the en-suite, a 2 panel 
extension for a kitchen  
and a 1 panel extension  

for a porch/boot room.

One wing extension
13
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A dual wing Rotunda allows for more extension space, 
increasing the overall length of the building whilst keeping the 

depth of the building minimal. The 'wings' could house a kitchen 
and bathroom in one, and a bedroom in the other; or, perhaps  
two separate bedrooms with ensuites, joining to the living space  
and kitchen in the main roundel.  Every design is bespoke.  
Potential layouts are only limited by your imagination.

Dual Wing Extensions



Door style: Slab
Worktop: Solid Acrylic

   

Made to measure fitted kitchens in any  
style you choose. Whether it be contemporary 

or traditional, our skilled cabinet makers have a 
meticulous eye for detail. Our design team and 

time-served, skilled craftsmen turn your ideas into a 
reality. Your kitchen is 100% customisable. 

Kitchens & Cabinets
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The Couples  Roundhouse
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5.5m Rotunda with single extension  

Ideal holiday accommodation for couples & family

This comprehensive building is often the jewel in the crown 
for landowners seeking beautiful boutique accommodation 
units. The 5.5m is an affordable investment with regards to capital 
outlay and thereby maximises return on investment. Whereas 
each building is unique and very much site dependent, the 
floorspace and price per m2 stacks up brilliantly. Excellent for 

rural landowners, B&B's and retreat sites who are looking to 
maximise their return and provide the most innovative, 

uplifting and unique multi-seasonal guest overnight 
experiences. Please do contact us for return-

on-investment examples relating to 
this unit. 
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Bespo ke Buildings
 

The Rotunda is flexible in its range of uses 
and is capable of being constructed to almost any 

size and configuration. It is thereby a building which 
is suitable for use in a wide range of applications and as 

larger commercial structures for all sectors of industry. 

Common uses of commercial buildings are farm shops, cafés, 
facilities buildings, school classrooms, workshop space, rural 
offices, retreat buildings and retail units.  If you require a 
functional and iconic building for your rural business, 

please contact us with your brief and we will  
design a building to suit you.

10500

9 m²
Bedroom

5 m²
En-suite

5 m²
En-suite

9 m²
Bedroom

26 m²

Kitchen/
Lounge
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The Rotunda    
   Journey 1. Site survey

2. Design

3. Quotation

4. P lanning

(if required)

6. Manufacture

7. Delivery

8. Installation

Satisfaction all round

...and architectural 
drawings supplied 

to Building Control
5. Building  Control  co-ordination

...and Building 
Control sign off

9.  Completion!
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A member of our team will visit your site to assess the 
suitability of your land and assist you with realising your vision. 

We will be guided by you and help choose the desired size of your 
building and select your preferred interior and exterior finishes.

We will roughly sketch a circular floor plan and ask you to consider the 
orientation of your doors and windows. When you are visualising your 

Rotunda, we shall pinpoint special features you may like to incorporate to meet 
your specific requirements. We will discuss your foundation options, where your 
electrical connections may be, and where your mains water connection/drains 
connect, if applicable.

A site survey is the perfect opportunity to give the design team a challenge,  
whether it be secret doors, hidden cupboards, sliding walls, or even  

Gothic arched windows. The only limitation is your imagination!  

The Site Survey



Design & Quotation
 

We will draw up your design and provide you with a quotation 
for your Rotunda. The journey of nurturing your ideas and bringing them 

to life through sketches and computer-generated images is a fun and exciting 
process. When your design is finalised, a 3D illustration is generated for you 

to fully visualise your Rotunda. Your contract and building specification 
documents are created and sent to you for approval and sign-off.

26 27
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If your Rotunda structure requires planning approval, this is a process you can 
undertake yourself, or we can provide a planning service.

Once you have decided on your design, and the detailing has been perfected, our 
architect will proceed to draw up the plans and elevations for your Rotunda.

When you are 100% happy with the documents, these will be collated for your 
application and we will submit these to your local authority (with associated reports 

and surveys, if required). When we receive the receipt for the application, we will 
pass you the full contact details and reference number to enable you to pay the local 
authority directly over the phone. You will usually receive your decision within 8 weeks.  

Successful planning approval for Rotundas are exceptionally high due to their eco-
credentials and low-impact footings systems. 

P lanning Applications
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Manufacture
90% of the construction takes place 
in our dedicated joinery workshop. 
Our skilled joiners and cabinet 
makers devise cutting lists from the 
manufacturing drawings, paying 
particular attention to your specific 
requests and bespoke requirements. 
It is during manufacture that you are 
welcome to come and visit our factory 
to experience the build process. 

Our joinery workshop is essential 
for the manufacture of precision-built 
floor, wall and roof cassettes which 
combine to create an efficient and durable 
contemporary eco-building.  

Modular and pre-fabricated construction 
techniques are the cornerstone of the Rotunda 
and no detail is overlooked.  This creates 
an exceptional standard of quality, increased 
functionality and a superior finish. 

EPDM with a choice of 
sedum green roof 
or composite slate 

195 x 50mm S.W. rafters

200mm rockwool
insulation

‘Birdsmouth’ detail to suit
rafter bolted through
ring beam

OSB3 ring beam to
radius of Rotunda

18mm OSB3 header plate

British rough sawn larch
planks hand nailed to
tanalised 50 x 25mm battens

150 x 50mm
tanalised timber joists

150 x 50mm S.W. timber
sole plate receiver

150mm rockwool
insulation

150 x 50mm S.W. timber sole plate

18mm OSB3 curved sole plate

200mm rockwool insulation

18mm OSB3 floor deck

OSB internal lining 

Plasterboard lining

Breathable
membrane

47 x  47mm timber battens 
for service duct

12.5mm plasterboard lining
British rough sawn
larch fascias

British rough sawn larch soffits

Tanalised 50 x 25mm
battens

Breathable
membrane

200mm rockwool insulation

47 x 47mm timber battens 
for service duct

Plasterboard lining

Breathable membrane

195 x 50mm S.W. uprights

18mm OSB3
Roofing membrane

British rough
sawn larch planks

Double glazing

The rockwool insulation provides impressive thermal and acoustic properties, whilst minimising the unnecessary 
use of petrochemicals or toxins found in other insulation materials. The Rotunda base is mounted onto timber 

bearers to allow air to circulate underneath the build to protect against rising damp. We wrap the underside of each 
floor panel with a heavy-duty wire mesh to deter furry rodent friends from gaining access to the insulation above.  

Gutters are routinely installed with your Rotunda to help manage the flow of water from the roof. 

Once your building is ready for dispatch, we will prepare for our scheduled arrival to site. We update 
you each and every step of the way and phone you to confirm the progress of your build 

regularly. If you have opted for furniture, cabinets, kitchens or bathrooms, we 
design these with you during the manufacturing process. 

EPDM with a choice of 
sedum green roof 
or composite slate 

195 x 50mm S.W. rafters

200mm rockwool
insulation

‘Birdsmouth’ detail to suit
rafter bolted through
ring beam

OSB3 ring beam to
radius of Rotunda

18mm OSB3 header plate

British rough sawn larch
planks hand nailed to
tanalised 50 x 25mm battens

150 x 50mm
tanalised timber joists

150 x 50mm S.W. timber
sole plate receiver

150mm rockwool
insulation

150 x 50mm S.W. timber sole plate

18mm OSB3 curved sole plate

200mm rockwool insulation

18mm OSB3 floor deck

OSB internal lining 

Plasterboard lining

Breathable
membrane

47 x  47mm timber battens 
for service duct

12.5mm plasterboard lining
British rough sawn
larch fascias

British rough sawn larch soffits

Tanalised 50 x 25mm
battens

Breathable
membrane

200mm rockwool insulation

47 x 47mm timber battens 
for service duct

Plasterboard lining

Breathable membrane

195 x 50mm S.W. uprights

18mm OSB3
Roofing membrane

British rough
sawn larch planks

Double glazing



Groundscrews are commonly 
used for sensitive sites where 
there are likely to be tree roots.
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Foundation Systems
There are many options available to you for your ground preparation for  
a Rotunda. Here are a few:

Eco-Base
This foundation is specifically designed to provide a firm, strong, durable and well-
drained foundation for outdoor buildings. This system is lightweight, quick and easy 
to assemble, and requires no specialist skills. They are both reusable and recyclable! 

Ground Screws
These are giant galvanised steel screws. When installed in the ground they 
effectively work the same way as a concrete pile foundation, whilst outperforming 
it across the board. The screw base plate is bolted into the Rotunda floor, or a 
subframe is created on top of your screw foundation system. If you opt for the 
ground screws, these will be installed the day your Rotunda arrives.

Swift- P linths
The swift plinth is an alternative to a solid concrete foundation offering a cost 
saving! There is no wet mix required, they are adjustable and uses 90% less 
concrete than a full concrete slab! They can support up to one tonne per plinth.

Concrete Base
A concrete raft is not our preferred foundation method, however it is suitable in conjunction 
with the Rotunda design. Unfortunately, this is not an eco-friendly option. Usually, this system 
can be installed within a 4-8 days with a local groundsman, at a relatively low cost. 



Installation
The installation team will arrive and off-load the panels to your 

prepared site and/or storage facility. Within the first 24-48 hours, 
the floor is laid, the walls erected and finally, the roof cassettes are 

fitted in place to create the full structure. 

A standard installation can take between 7-14 working days. You will be 
able to spend time with the site team as you observe the process from 
start to finish. As standard, the Rotunda comes with the internal finishes; 
a smooth plaster finish, satin brushed steel electrical sockets & switches, 
trims and architraves. The Rotunda is painted and decorated in your 

chosen paint shade. 

On the final day of your installation, the site manager will 
walk you around your build to inspect, sign off and 

hand you the keys to your new Rotunda! 

3534
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Testimonials

     "Our three Rotunda Roundhouses are 
aesthetically very beautiful, environmentally 

sustainable, incredibly spacious, and nestle perfectly 
within our rural Derbyshire valley. As each of our 

buildings were constructed the roundhouse designs 
evolved and developed and the Rotunda Team ensured 
the buildings more than met our exacting needs. Twelve 

months on they are still happy to provide support. 
Thank you so much to all the Rotunda team."    

Pam Brown | Nether Farm 
Roundhouses

   "Having discovered 
Rotunda Roundhouses we knew 

instantly that this was going to be the way 
forward for our beautiful coastal site. Gemma and 
the team were very patient and fully committed in 

bringing to life our fantastic idea that has been even better 
than we could have hoped. We are so glad they are nice, 
down to earth professional people with a great product.  
It makes it easier when we go back for another 9 units!"   

Naomi Black | East Thorne – Bude

"I don’t know whether to call it incredible luck and good 
fortune or to say I have been blessed to have met the Rotunda team.   

On a product front, I searched the internet and when I came across your site, it felt like, finally, I 
had found what I was looking for.   The Rotunda built in my garden was awesome. The entire time it was 

being put up, it rained, and the guys had to work in horrible conditions.  In spite of this they didn’t complain  
and did a wonderful job.  It is a very special place which I use for doing art and meditation.  I love it. 

Working together to make six more Roundhouses has been amazing.  It has been creative, inspiring and  
an absolute joy.  You have surpassed my dreams for what you have done and it has been so much fun doing it.  

But it is not just that the product is great, the Rotunda team is amazing.  They are not just  
professional and talented, ethical and visionary, but also the loveliest people you will ever meet.  

They have been patient and kind, a real dream team. Thank you is not enough." 

Sally Woods | Millom – Lake District
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 Our Promise to You

STRU
CTURAL GUARAN

TE
E

10 YEAR

Promoting 
Sustainable Forest 

Management

 
 

 
 

The Rotunda comes with a 10-year 
structural guarantee and is designed to comply 
to UK building regulations.

These eco-buildings are designed to last. The 
working lifespan is determined by the strength and 

quality of the materials, which is why we select the 
most hard wearing and durable natural materials.

We track the road miles of our materials, and only source UK grown timbers 
from well managed forests for our buildings.  Our local supply chain, coupled 
with the efficiency of our manufacturing processes, provides a building which 
has an extremely low carbon footprint.

You can be reassured that your eco-build is designed and built by a 
company whose main aim is to care for the environment. We do 

not make profit without purpose, and Promote Sustainable 
Forest Management.



    0161 222 3350|      /RotundaRH/ 
  info@rotunda.co.uk  |     www.rotunda.co.uk

   Unit 2, Marcliffe Estate, Hazel Grove SK7 5EG


